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   Protect Your Roof 

Turn your standard roof or deck into a safer, greener, 

more versatile space 

Designed specifically for decking applications, our porous and permeable  recycled rubber tiles offer          

superior comfort, durability and protection - all with excellent insulating value.  Create an attractive, slip  

resistant, low-maintenance surface for your rooftop decks, patios, plazas, walkways, and more. 

Features and Product Highlights 

 Durable “floating” deck system - easy installation over any flat surface, including 

fragile waterproof roof membranes, with proven SureKONNECT pins for maximum pro-

tection and drainage without adhesives or penetrating the roof membrane 

 Unique grooved bottom design - creates superior drainage and network channels 

for easy wiring installation 

 Smooth, durable, permeable surface - not only comfortable underfoot, but also slip 

resistant - wet or dry; and porous for exceptional flow drainage 

 Environmentally friendly and safe - molded from 100% post-consumer waste tires; 

100% steel-free certified; no toxic materials; ADA compliant; meets ASTM and SPSC  

 More benefits - excellent thermal and acoustic insulating value; puncture resistant 

with higher density rubber; easy to maintain with basic cleaning; and each tile weighs 

less than six pounds per square foot 



   Protect Your Roof More Choice, Better Quality - The EMC EDGE 

Test Data 

“Once again you have provided superior service”“Once again you have provided superior service”  
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                                                                                                                          Soft PlaySoft Play  
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SBR Color Options 

Ice Cream 

Hawaiian Sand 

Beach Sand Sunset 

SBR COLOR SERIES                       COOLDECK  EPDM PREMIUM SERIES 

SRI 48 SRI 47 

SRI 30 

SRI 29 

SRI = Solar Reflective Index 



Customer Satisfaction 

Your DeckTop Tiles are backed by a 5-year limited warranty 
And our commitment to customer satisfaction as one of the leaders in 
the industry. 


